Here we are back again on our weekly schedule. Was your holiday a good one? Any new radios or equipment for the shack? How about new catches? Why not drop a line into Wunds and send it to Paul. You know the address.

LOG BOOK IS OUT TO THE MAIL SYSTEM SOMEWHERE if not in your hands already! Now, before you sit down and write us about the log, let us tell you what we don't need to hear, since we already know and are working on it. The size of type and no telephone numbers was required to get all the information you wanted into a book that wasn't more expensive (larger type i.e. regular typewriter size, would more than double the number of pages contained in the logbook); the print quality on a couple of pages, this was a problem with the printers and we are working on this problem. If you have other comments or suggestions, good or bad, feel free to write us at HQ and please not to any of the column editors. We've gotten a couple of responses already via E-Mail thanks folks for the good words on the log.

For those that don't know, the WBC AM Radio Log is available from the WBC Publication Center. Prices:

WBC/AM Members
US$9.95 + 1.00 U.S.
US$11.95 + 1.00 U.S.
+ 2.00 Canada
+ 2.00 Canada

Others on this planet write the WBC Publication Center. Address on back cover.

From Mark Stuttehme, new Daytime AM Station applications are on hold at FCC. More on this next issue.

From Ed Schober, in a letter, look for a new station testing on 1160, 150 watts, with up to 4000 frequency offset, into one tower of the WRSI, Cornwall, NY antenna system. The transmitter will be unmodulated except for station identification. Hours of operation will be daytime until March 1, 1987. Other news from him, a new station, WZBD is now on with New DA pattern - much more day signal to West and more signal North & South at night. WMEK is getting ready for power increase within 60-120 days. WZBD & WAVE will be on in spring.

From the Publication Center, we are temporary out of "Loop Antennas - Design & Theory" book and "Broadcasters Guide to DX". We expect delivery on these items in about 30 days. All other items are in stock and ready for delivery to your house.

CPC TEST (Times listed are Eastern Local Time)

Even if you don't hear the test, why not send a postcard thanking the station anyway. Also, if you don't want to hear to stations you can still help us out. If you send 22 cent stamps to Wayne Heinen, 4131 S. Andes Way, Aurora, CO 80013, he'll get a letter out for every 2 stamps you send, you can even specify the station or frequency you would like to hear something on. And when a test is arranged your name will appear below! What a deal!

Jan 5
KMOR-690 Pueblo, CO 0300-0330 Test details not available at this time. Monday Reports to: Ace Ball, CE, Radio Sta KMDR, 2829 Lowell Ave., Pueblo, CO 81003
Test arranged for the WBC by Wayne Heinen and Ron Musco.

Jan 12
WGBQ-920 Kingston, NY 0000-0030 5000w, Test will consist of tones and Monday ID's. Reports to: Don Stewart, CE Radio Sta WGBQ, 82 John St., Kingston, NY 12401
Test arranged for the WBC by Laura McCusker (Thanks Laura-HQ)

LOOK INSIDE:
1...AM Switch 3...DXD-East 8...AXR Graph
2...DXD-West 11...Station Maps 15...IDDX
15...Sum of Unpt. Stns 18...Wunds 24...Check Expiration Date!

THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB
DOMESTIC DX DIGEST - EAST

William R. Hale, 9823 N. Meadow, Converse, TX 78109

SPECIAL

660 WBKZ GA JEFFERSON - 11/9 1715 tain in W9BS null w/RON Oldies; Ids as Classic Gold Radio; ex/WEBR (JF-ON)

1310 WWTG MI DEARBORN - 11/24 changed calls to 92FOun gold w/sonmultiple fed pgam from SMN black oldies format; no loc annrots/CW-NO)

1400 WBLU PA OK COLUMBIA - 11/30 0040 west w/Country 1400, WBLD ID in CW; ex: JW (JF-ON)

1450 WSHA VT BRATTLEBORO - 11/28 1650-1702 w/CWM first; Satellite Net N x 1700; WJRN. new Ids as Green Mt Country 1450 WJRN (RUGG-VT)

1480 WDSG MI YPSILANTI - 11/18 2243 fair o/jumble w/ID, CWM; fulltime CP is on (JF-ON)

1570 WTYI VA ROCKY MOUNT - 11/26 2230-2300 o/off w/CWM, ads & a/off solo by Happy Trails to you them, ann ake 0300-2300; interference from New Atlantic Beacon 250k (KG-PA)

WBUX PA DOYLESTOWN - 11/27 0035 on 85 s/mem mx, ada & frequent 2250 AM Ids; on PSSA (KG-PA)

DX & OTHER TESTS

1260 WOKX TN DICKSON - 11/3 not hr; got UNID TT @ 0225 (JF-ON)

1380 KLZP AZ PARKER - 11/17 tried very briefly, nothing-JACWDM (JF-ON)

1390 KULP TX EL CAMPO - 11/24 tried, nothing but WFBL (JF-PA)

1400 WTPF FL PENDEN - 11/24 not heard due to too much WFBL/WNFR interference (1st verified 2/19/48) (KG-PA)

1470 KSVA AZ SIERRA VISTA - 11/17 tried briefly, nothin' but meas-JMPA)

1520 KTCR OK WAGNER - 11/22 0035-0159 a pleasant surprise on my birthday! fair mostly w/WKY w/60's, 70's Oldies, CWM, many AM, 1520 Ids, location, TO, 14-16; the bures (JMPA)

KTCR OK WAGNER - 11/22 0035-0159 q2d w/CW; more/Goldaxes mx; 500 temp; no problem w/copy; 84 log exz 500 watta, sounds too strong for that; mix w/WKY (WF-IF)

KTCR OK WAGNER - 11/22 0120-0140+ good @ times WOR mx o/w WKY (JF-ON)

KTCR OK WAGNER - 11/22 thru 12-amends period of tone logged thru WKY, WOR, WBC, tentative 01/1400-1700 Ids not heard (KG-PA)

1580 WPSC MD MORNINGSIDE - 11/24 0207+ all alone w/no CBJ w/E; ID as WPSC, morningside between songs (GC-NO)

WPSC MD MORNINGSIDE - 11/24 0400-0521+ on/off testing w/Cam+59 pgam o/CBJ (WF-IF)

EMERGENCY

540 WINE CT BROOKFIELD - 11/20 0220+ xint at times on for area pwr outage due to ice & snow storm w/shelter bulletin, tine, more; IDing B- Danbury; on 100 watts PSSA called them (JF-PA)

MIDNIGHT TO MIDDAY

560 WSC CO COLUMBIA - 11/27 2258 mixing w/WHBQ w/TelTech & CBS N x 11/28 1700 w/CBS & CRT, very brief (KMIN)

580 KUBC CO MONTROSE - 11/26 1812-1827 fair w/OHID w/KUBC instant information ID; tent Montrose HS, mx, faded to KEF(JF-OK)

590 KCJS CO PUEBLO - 11/27 1951-1955 atop for a few minutes w/promo for Univision '66 w/o CBJ, time/cans (JMPA)

610 W2ZK AL BIRMINGHAM - 11/27 1735-1745 strong in WPAP null w/CWM & FM-105 ID; lost @ pattern/pwr change (KG-PA)

620 WJOK JS JACOBSON - 11/20 2135 w/Top40 m/w ABC Direction N x 1600; ID as 4x Bears The Xx First on WJDX, Jackson: good o/WMTS (RCW-MI)

650 WSKQ KN RAPID CITY - 11/20 1615-1640 o/WSM; female/CWM, mx loc Ids (RS-RM)

WSKQ KN RAPID CITY - 11/29 1309 v/good in WSM null w/d for Arctic Cat snowmobiles; exc daytime conditions (JF-ON)

WJOC TN JACOBSON - 11/25 0040 w/CWM (EGF-ON)

660 WVAL MN SAUK RAIPS - (no date) 1551-1620 w/Whc/KSKY w/Gor st 24 Ids; Oldies (RW-RM)

WVAL MN SAUK RAIPS - 11/29 1605 1645 fair o/off w/CWM, good 66 (JF-ON)

WESC SC GREENVILLE - 11/29 1246 exc w/weak WNSC null'd; AM/PM tnx, CWM (JF-ON)

KTNZ AZ WINDOW ROCK - 11/26 1655-1659 fair w/day greetings; tent KTX; into CWM & got wiped out by TVI; also 11/27 0747 w/Nevejo Dk & ada; good w/CWM (JF-OK)
**Midnight to Monday**

530 CJFT ON FT ERIE - 12/1 0100 squeaking thru on cer radio on both sides of VT-PQ border w/standard "AM" show and usual CNR- CJFM- CJFT. This stn is bi-lateral (WHN).

540 KWH JT IA FT DODGE - 11/17 0200+ good, fading & mix w/CBFE/CJSB & KN Country Net, AP, 1cl id jingle, 1cl breaks, PSA 00-JH)

560 KLZ CO DENVER - 11/24 0430-0443 weak but clear signal w/CW/MX/UNID w/SOL.

610 WTWN ON COLUMBUS - 11/22 0134-0130 steady but poor w/MOR 1523.

800 WOOD IL JOHNSTOWN CITY - 11/27 0001 poor w/AM & 19-30 ID, mixing w/CRB, no Promo, mx (JF-JH)

850 WHRR ON CLEVELAND - 0234-0242 & out in KOD null w/satellite-fed MOR/WGZ/820 (WHN).

860 WSSS MA GREAT BARRINGTON - 11/20 0655 mx w/vx w/temp (RH-NY)

900 WJGJ MA EASTOVER - 11/20 0600 good w/full mx w/full, 1cl id, 1cl mx & for the "GC-NY"

950 WCTM MB POMMIO-CABBAGE JOHN - 11/20 1722+ good w/traffic reports, ad for the "GC-NY"

1100 WHMP NY PIONEER - 11/14 0613 CWM & bingo ads (RH-NY)

1200 WAGE VA LEESBURG - 11/21 0545-1200 WAGE, the sound choice for sports, over WKOX, whose id was heard in background (RH-NY)

1240 WJGJ MA EASTOVER - 11/21 0629 ID/ment of "WVU (radio)"

1300 WHWS WY JACKSON - 11/27 0010 w/SOL (RH-1L)

1300 WWRE NY WEGW - 11/29 0858-0900 mx, several IDs, POP mx & over thru WHN (RH-NY)

1350 WIIL WI SHEBOYGAN - 11/25 2022+ strong/fading w/girl's HS KB, many 1cl ads & sponsors; '50's Oldies, then boys' BKB, WHMN also in (JH-PA).

1500 WLJY TN SHEBELVILLE - 11/25 1903 ID on 1480-1500 w/CMX/Radio Science & a "MJ" show on channel; all alone on channel; 0100 for XR maint; ditto on 11/26 leaving a jumble that "fits" (WHN).

1580 WIIL WI SHERELIVING - 11/25 1900 w/ID, weak w/low pwr 1530 all alone on channel; wx and 1 cl id & sponsoring (WHN).

1530 KXQ AR INDIANAPOLIS - 11/23 0200+ w/1980 ID; weak w/MOR mx & ID; cvd verie ty before (GC-NY).

1550 KWIT WI YELLVILLE - 11/23 1600-1700 pop mx; ID, promas, ads & PSAM (RUGG-VR).

1500 WGGC IL ALABASTER - 11/27 0000 w/CMX - WKY (KJH-VA)

1550 WSCR MD ELKTON - 11/23 2500 all alone on channel; 11/27 0000 w/CNX (JF-JH)

1350 WJINO WI MADISON - 11/17 0700 w/state mx, ad for Midsouth Bank (KJH-VA)

1350 WATC WI TACORO - 11/17 0605-0620 Jack Miller's Wake-up Time show; CWM (KJH-VA)

1420 WJHD WI MOWENSO - 11/25 0423 in nicely w/MOR & CLS; 1st time noted here w/ID/WHN; lcl WHNS not on yet (WHN).

1430 WLG FL FT DODGE - 11/19 1631 ID into By Err 06 (JF-JH).

1440 WTMT MA AMHERST - 11/17 0700 w/WJWO w/northwest (RH-NY)

1470 WENE WI ENDICOTT - 11/20 0844 ID on (RH-NY)

1450 WKXN WI MARTIN - 11/22 0623-23 w/id from CHUO in Pellston. wx, ad of Nov 17 FCC approval of perm increase; faded; new (JH-PA).

1450 KCRK WI ST GEORGES de BEAUCE - 11/23 0036-0038 very w/WCW/FX; mx (WH-1)

1450 WLGL WI DUNEDIN-CLEARWATER - 11/25 0000 dual id w/WHNR-"Holliday New Port Richey"; nice id, both day & night in both areas (JH-PA).

1450 WXIR WI MT PLEASANT - 11/25 0600 w/"America The Beautiful" ad; the All-New WIXR, many "new & better progr+s" (KJH-VA).

1490 WJAE AL DECatur - 11/25 0506 mx for 5th annual Festival of Trees in Birmingham (KJH-VA).

1580 WSSR NJ WASHINGTON - 11/22 0815 1cl mx w/ WJRC; well o/usual WILM (WHN).

1590 KYDE AR PINE BLUFF - 12/1 0100 clear ID at 0300 by BLK POP mx; dunno why, but this has been in every WR for the past month w/only 500 watts, usually covering WARR; DA must be pointed right at me (JS-ON).

1600 WOXB FL WINTER GARDEN - 11/24 0607 16-WOKX IDs & sol mx (JH-FL)

**UNID's and IMZ's ID's**

1580 UNID ?? - 11/24 0207-0212 suddenly appeared w/Goldies & ads for Bank of Montreal; looping NWSE; believed to be CSXW, o/Cuban time stn; all else seemed off (WHJ-PA).

1660 UNID ?? - 11/28 0207-0211+ strong, SS, probably from Fidel, running WNBC into the ground; 1st time SS noted on this freq; the jamming war continues... (WHN).

720 UNID ?? - 11/10 0300 w/SS w/looped WGN 1928, suddenly gone @ 1944; suspect KSAH; gone @ purp drop (JS-ON) KSAH employs a tight pattern w/deep nulls toward WGN, both day & night (WHN).

730 UNID ?? - 11/24 0454-0521+ looping NWSE, testing w/OC, Carpenters mx (about to do some carpentry work myself 2222-611106 CRAC (WF-IN).

790 UNID ?? - 11/24 1746-1757+ fair w/5/20 w/EZL null. Suspect WA5R- RC (64406).

860 UNID ?? - 11/24 0237 someone here w/CCM & CLS WDDA (slightly mx) that might have been WGDJ maybe they're on nights now (WF-IN).

940 UNID ?? - 11/23 1631 briefly, o/CBM in WBEN-930 slp w,ID as Gospel radio; then possibly an ad for somewhere in VA (WF-IN).

1050 UNID ?? - 11/23 loud w/Sounds of SinneThra & 1cl mx w/southern-accented nail DJ, no location ment in mx; suddenly gone @ 1714 in middle of song; evidently went to nite RC (SR? WHN).

1520 UNID ?? - 12/2 1637-1715 weak channel in KOMA null; ed for Pepsi Cola bottler in Rochester; ment Michael Jackson, Oak Ridge Boys song @ 1625, lost the null @ 1715; KOLS?? (JH-PA).

**PIRATE STUFF**

1627 WMR ?? - 12/1 noted 0005+ w/sake-type pagans; Gave address as MN; if these kids keep operating on a predictable schedule, they're not long for this world, seems to use freqs between 1610 & 1630 kHz (JS-ON).
COMMENT FROM HERE & THERE

GWSOY-1340 has improved nighttime signal here of late. DX has been good, although a couple days have seemed to have dropped. (RW-IL) Of what it's worth, I would like to see the evening and post-midnight loggings combined into a single section (KDF-IL). See, it's not a dead issue after all! (WRR)

Of course, it seems to be improving slowly...great daytime now afternoon of 11/29...I rem. a few years back when ND was a tough state to log...now I can hear

See at noon hour! (JF-ON)

I'm surprised someone hasn't brought this up before, but KHOG-1030-AR has been off since May! per call to KFAY. The recent swap of DJs between KHOG & KFAY may indicate the owners of KHOG couldn't hack the expense of radio operation. Anyone from that area have more? (AB-TX)

Reporters

R/W-IL Roger Wineor//Champaign, IL//
JM-PA John Malick//Pittsburgh, PA//Superadio II
KJX-AR Karl Jeter//Stone Mountain, GA//HO-150 - assorted beverages
KJX-CH Karl Jeter & Chuck Hutton//Beverage store near Walnut Grove, GA//ICOM R71 & TRF

GC-NY Greg Conigliolo//Clarence, NY//
WF-AR Wendell Ford//Westville, IN//JCF-2010 - RW Loop
JID-FL Jody Hughes//Madeira Beach, FL//R-1000 - RW Loop
KDF-IL Karl Forth//Chicago, IL//HH-160, IC-R70
RUGG-VA Andy Rugg//on vacation in VT//Delco Caradio
JF-ON Jeff Falconer//NDR-515 - RW Loop
JS-ON Jerry Sper//Hubbard, OR//
AB-TX Artie Bignley//San Antonio, TX//Superadio
JH-OK John Herb//Vinita, OK//R-3000 - RW Loop
KG-PA Kermit Geary//Westport, MA//

Another great turnout. Keep up the GREAT DX!!

DOMESTIC DX DIGEST - WEST

This is more like it!! I've been wondering where everyone was the past couple of weeks. Keep the reports coming! Deadlines are Saturdays.

**SPECIAL**

590 KAQQ WA SPOKANE - 12/5 1420-1900 Adcon music & many "Q-59" slogans. 14532 vs "2Q Tip" - 1900 "Q-59 is KATA Spokane" into NBC News. Excellent with KUON null. 2x-KLXH (NH-PA)

1460 KFNN CA SANTA ROSA - 11/12 2100 quick "KWN, Santa Rosa" ID in mess. EX-KDFN. (pb-VA)

DX TESTS

1320 KEIV ID CLAYTON - 11/15 0210 only tones heard under CHW, poor. (DI-VA)
1470 KSEA AZ STRAIGHT VISTA - Test trialed for but not heard 11/17 0235-0325. Probably was not on. (pb-VA)

MIDWEEK TO MIDDAY

540 CBK SK REGINA - 11/27 2300 heard ID with stronger signal than usual. "NPQ" network followed by musical programming. 11/25 2350 almost none with music. (JD-CA)
520 CHAK ON HAMILTON - 11/21 2219 ID an "820 CHAK" then C&K. (DM-AB)
780 KDSS BD EDGEMUND - 11/19 2220 local girl's basketball game heard. (DM-AB)
1000 KCKL OK OKLAHOMA CITY - 11/12 2320 talk, o/o KOKH, talk. (DM-AB)
1070 KFNC CA LOS ANGELES - 11/14 2350 KFNC off. News, weather, sports, IL. Fair, flog from LC-1000. (DM-AB)
1300 KWFS WA SEATTLE - 11/15 2200. (DE-UT)
1340 CSUL-2 BC ASHCREST-CARRIE CREEK - 11/2 2128. (DM-AB)
1460 KELY CA BEND - 12/3 2010 ID, weather for the area, inst. Briefly over the mess. EX-KHE. (NH-CA)

MIDWEEK TO MIDDAY

580 KYBD ID NAMPA-BILOSE - 11/29 0339 station ID heard while nulling KAM. (JD-CA)
590 KLSN WA SPOKANE - 11/29 0255 Talknet with Bernard Melter, ID with "AK-59" & NBC network news at 0300. (JD-CA) (You heard this one just in time, it's now KAQQ-DD)
650 KYAK AK ANCHORAGE - 11/22 0410-0420 & fair to good with local weather, G&G, ID, C&K signal much weaker than usual. (JD-CA)
670 KAMU HI HONOLULU - 11/25 0406 good with CNN News, ID, local weather. (JD-CA)
680 WNM TN NASHVILLE - 11/25 0256 local news followed by NBC News on the half hour. Very faint. (JD-CA)
600 KFAX AR FAIRBANKS - 11/29 0434 first time I have heard Alaska on the AM weather with station ID and music of 60's/70's. Very faint. (JD-CA)
690 KKUA HI HONOLULU - 11/25 0421 fair with rock. ID, mentioned Playby centerfold opportunity. (JD-CA)
700 KBLI ID BLACKFEUD - Per tip from a fellow in I'm, this heard in Seattle apparently fulltime 11/25 with "KBLI Blackfoot" ID 0600 and into news (although at this time it could be 5/6). This had been off, but they were on the entire night & other nights I've checked. (pb-VA)
710 KIRO WA SEATTLE - Off air 11/3 0320. Only R. Rebelde, Cuba noted. (IN-CA)
730 KBSM HI HONOLULU - 11/25 0456 fair with rock oldies. (JD-CA)
850 KICY AK Nome - 11/13 0320-0359 poor to good o/o K&G & KAM. Less than good in Alaska native language, apparently religious. Talk in AK, and NR choral music. S/0 in FE with slogan "Voice of the North" 00, and SSB. First time heard in Oregon. (JD-CA)
890 KHLO HI HILTI - 11/25 0442 good with woman DJ, small craft warning on local weather, ID. MOR. Over KQA. (JD-CA)
970 WLS IL CHICAGO - 11/22 0245. (DE-UT)
930 CJCA AB EDMONTON - 10/26 0205 first new station this year. (JD-UT)
1020 KHKL NM RUSSELL - 11/23 0323 CW, poor to fair. (DM-AB)
1020 KDPA ID PULITC - 11/15 0322 talk, ID. Poor. (DM-AB)
Music from Cuba startles listeners in Iowa

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — WHO-AM radio listeners suddenly found themselves hearing Spanish music, courtesy of the Cuban government. The president's order to broadcast news and music from Cuba has left many listeners in Iowa curious and a bit confused.

"We received about 18 to 20 calls from listeners in Des Moines, Iowa, who were hearing Spanish music that sounded like "Lo que es,"" said Jim Denyer, WHO-AM's technical director. "They said they could hear music that sounded like that." He said the station was "loving it," but he didn't know if it was legal.

"This is a very popular station in Des Moines, and we were getting calls from people who had never heard Spanish music on the radio before," Denyer said.

The station has been receiving Spanish music since Monday, and Denyer said he was receiving hundreds of calls per day.

"We've never had this kind of response," he said. "It's been a very positive experience."
CBS plans to sell Itasca tower site

By David Isbets

CBS Inc. plans to sell the site of the WBBM-AM transmission tower in Itasca to Trammell Crow Co. and build a new radio antenna on the land, it was learned Wednesday.

Trammell Crow, an Illinois developer of office and industrial parks, is negotiating to buy the 5-acre parcel of CBS, the New York-based company that owns the local radio station.

WBBM's tower is located on 56 acres north of Thorange Avenue and west of Highway 290. CBS has put a $12 million price tag on the land and has had the property on the market for the last year, sources said.

A spokesman for Trammell Crow declined to comment. Efforts to contact a CBS spokesman at New York were unsuccessful.

Itasca officials, however, confirmed that representatives of CBS and WBBM have applied for special-use permits to allow a 680-foot radio tower on 24 acres of mainland northwest of Crest and Medinah Road.

The new antenna, about 1½ miles west of the present site, would be built on land owned by Vantage Co., a Arlington Heights-based developer, according to Steven Jones, assistant village administrator of Itasca.

Jones estimated that the tower would be about 1,100 feet from the residential areas of Itasca and the adjoining communities of Crest and Medinah.

A real estate broker who asked not to be identified said CBS decided to sell the Itasca site because it's a valuable property with expressway frontage in a very developable area...and that could become a business park with office, research and distribution buildings.

Jones said the broadcaster also has indicated that the 30-year-old WBBM transmission facility is antiquated...and since they can't just plug in a new antenna next to it, they have to go to another site and get a new antenna built and operating before switching over power.

Vantage, acting on behalf of CBS, is seeking permission for the antenna's height, the equivalent of a 40-story building, flood-plain construction; satellite dishes greater than 10 feet in diameter; and barbed-wire security fences that would surround the base of the mast, guy wire anchors and a small transmission building.

The Itasca plan commission approved the CBS proposal on Dec. 4, and the zoning board of appeals is scheduled to consider the project on Dec. 17 before making a recommendation to the village board, which would have the final say, Jones said.
DIGEST

Allons à,
Before ELT
GMT For ELT substract 5 hours.

Sunday: Monday,

AA talk

620 AN'tL CVA presented 11/28 0602

ANT.ToUpper presumed 11/28 0402 tuned into EBCR news on top of the freq but it faded quickly. A couple of tentative mentions of Antigua at about 0415 but it didn't fade up again. QRM from the Cuban and WVM.

684 SPAIN Sevilla 0303 1/1 pop mx then TXY+XAM300 and into the mx in SS. Poor. (Purdue)

710 CUBA ??? 0057 13/6 SS vocal and SS talk. Pair. (Purdue)

720 JAMAICA RJR 11/27 0614 w/'RJR, The Supreme Sound' ID by man and a SID 'Radio RJR' by woman, into of all things, a nork mx pm with no annats. They even played an old Kitty Wells caw tune at 0622. Fair-good with some QCR QRM. (Routenburg)

760 COLOMBIA/VENEZUELA 11/29 2 SS stns at about equal levels mixing at 0020; the YV stn was dominant at 0930 with 'Puerto la Cruz... en Venezuela' mentions and a SS pass after SS pop mx; at 0200 when the freq was checked, the Colombian LV de Barranquilla was stronger with ID and 'RCN, la radio de Colombia' slogan and into all SS mx, RJR melted. (Routenburg)

765 SENegal Dakar 2323 11/15 AA chanting and talk, fair. (Purdue)

770 COLOMBIA presumably RJR Bogota 11/25 fair to good with RCN and 'Radio de Colombia' ID's at 0530 11/22. (McCahan)

800 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES Bonaire TRW 0300 11/6 International mx from Bonaire in EE, good. (Purdue)

825 ST. KittS Basseterre R. Paradise 2335 11/2 religious program w/hymns, poor. (Purdue)

860 NETHERLANDS ANTILLES R. Curon 11/28 0438 man on lang (Papierand listed it sounded sort of Dutch to 0439 when a list of program sponsors was given, including Gemes Enterprize, Martin's Enterprise, etc) a woman then gave a sung '186' SID and into a brief instrumental mx piece sounding like an anthem. A man followed with a brief closing anact with jo, then a vocal selection, either an anthem or a hymn was heard to close at 0444. Very good signal. (Routenburg)

930 COSTA RICA Ciudad Quesada TIECR 0312 11/6 mx in SS, mentioned Costa Rica several times. Good. (Purdue)

940 MEXICO Mexico City XQ 0314 11/6 mentioned 'Mexico', SS female vocal, ada, good. (Purdue)

970 MEXICO Ciudad Juarez XES 11/20 0230 fair at time o/w WFN/WAVG w/lively mx and R. Pelconer. (McCahan)

1030 MEXICO R. Centro 11/28 0327 w/sung 'Radio Centro' ID by woman after EZL SP mx, man talking, also noted a cute little 6 note tune after some selections, very pop/poor w/WBQ QRM. (Routenburg)

1035 PORTUGAL Lisbon R. Commercial 0000 11/23 pop mx, Springsteen song at 0010, weak. (Purdue)

1070 VENEZUELA R. Mundial Zulia 11/26 0513 dominating with SS pops, ID after each selection, ad stringing at 0518 with many prices in 'bolivares'. QRM by another LA stn by 0520. (Routenburg)

1200 UKID 2351 11/2 sports broadcast. (Purdue)

1250 CMHA Tortoliences CMHD 0511 LA song w/Female vocal, SS talk by man, fair w/WWDC off air. (Townshend)

1270 CUBA Camaguey CMHD 12/5 0531 pipe, talk by man in SS. Fair o/WXIT. ('Townshend)

1512 UKID carrier with hint of audio, maybe FF, from tune in 2237 11/22 and then at 2240 an FF. (McCahan) I'll play the music and drop you a note if I can recognize it-Chuck

1521 SADDH MARIA Dubai 11/13 2243 finally extracted some audio from this after years of listening to a het. Peaked w/man in unid lang into chanting. (Pelorcon)

1521 UKID 0120 11/24 loud het against KOMA-1520, possibly Saudi Arabia. (Purdue)

1565 SINTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST

Chuck Hutton, 437 Hardendorf Ave., Atlanta, GA 30307
404-378-8215 Before 2300 ELT

Times are GMT
For ELT substract 5 hours.
Deadline: Monday

SMJD1 ARABIA 0320 11/13/18, possibly Saudi Arabia. (Purdue)

SWITZERLAND 11/24 0617-0633 S9+40 at times with boring Swede music, boring man and woman talking, pinning the needle on the No80 with the loop or wire, even roarin In on the DX400. Oher het noted this morning (Starr, with translation to English by Sutton) Stanz awarded considering the source of the logging-Chuck

1570 TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS Atlantic Beacons 11/28 0530 tuned in the middle of a off anact "transmitter and tower site located at (missed word) end of South Caicos in the beautiful Turks and Caicos Islands, West Indies. The international offices of the Atlantic Beacon are located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida at 7771 West Oakland Park Blvd. and more details, 5 AM sign-on then off without any anthem, etc., fair with pest CKLM elimi-erated. Country $56. (Routenburg) 11/4 0000 gospel programs, mention of 50 kW, good. (Townshend)
The Kremlin offers to stop jamming the Voice of America—at a price

Radio Moscow on your AM dial? Stay tuned

To President Reagan, it sounded like an intriguing offer, but one that almost certainly by Mikhail Gorbachev in the first hour of the Reykjavik com- mittee. The Soviets, said the Kremlin boss, would stop jamming Voice of America broadcasts to the U.S.S.R. if the White House would help Moscow gain access to American airwaves. Former radio announcer Reagan was noncommittal, but less than 10 hours later, he dispatched his longtime friend, U.S. Information Agency Direc- tor Charles Wick, to Soviet headquarters at the Radio Moscow to see his coun- terpart, Alexander Yakovlev, a rising star of Gorbachev's team. The result was a series of proposals that, though still in the talking stage, would add up to one of the most curious deals in the annals of U.S.-Soviet relations. The possible terms, U.S. News learned last week, have set off an acrimonious be- hind-the-scenes debate in Washington. In return for an end to the jamming of VOA, what would offer the Soviets was an agreement that would end Radio Moscow's role in the U.S.S.R.

Just as the Soviet Union is now operating nights also on 700 kHz, the station that American bandsacn free Alaska. Very in- teresting—and reported many stations not listed in DX NEWS for years.

Previously unreported stations noted by NBC reporters in DX NEWS since the last update (V54 #5). Covers V54 #5 through #9:

- 660 kHz-VAL-HI (B-1000): 1000 kHz-KAHU-HI
- 700 kHz-SHM-VA: 1710 kHz-VOA
- 700 kHz-VOA: 1710 kHz-VOA
- 1170 kHz-VOKA-FM: 1710 kHz-VOA
- 310 kHz-JDLX-LN

Please delete DX#-730 Leamington ON...NYW is now operating nights also on 700 kHz. Thanks to Frank Rock for a super Bandscan free Alaska. Very interesting—and reported many stations not listed in DX NEWS for years.

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty officals believe the Soviet offer to stop jamming VOA is aimed at "war propaganda," as opposed to "war propaganda," as opposed to the voice of the U.S.S.R. Radio Moscow's is now operating nights also on 700 kHz, it would seem more tolerable. One top Radio Free Europe editor predicts that if Gorbachev's offer is genuine, "we will be able to make a good will gesture by stopping American jamming...as far as they are now operating nights also on 700 kHz. Thanks to Frank Rock for a super Bandscan free Alaska. Very interesting—and reported many stations not listed in DX NEWS for years.

Justice Broadcasting buys N.H. stations

FALMOUTH, ME - The Justice Broadcasting Inc., owner of WCBN-FM in Falmouth, recently announced a $5 million cash purchase of two radio stations in Exeter, N.H.

The two stations, WERE-FM and WNYF AM, serve the towns of Ports- mouth, Dover and Dover. The Falmouth company now owns five radio stations, including two stations in the Berkshire area. The Falmouth lead in the Berkshire area was formed in the company's purchase of radio stations in Exeter, N.H.

The deal will allow Justice to purchase another broadcast station in the near future, according to its press release.

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty officals believe the Soviet offer to stop jamming VOA is aimed at "war propaganda," as opposed to "war propaganda." If the Soviets stop jamming VOA, they can show all their jamming at RFE and RL broadcasts now operating nights also on 700 kHz.

Please delete DX#-730 Leamington ON...NYW is now operating nights also on 700 kHz. Thanks to Frank Rock for a super Bandscan free Alaska. Very interesting—and reported many stations not listed in DX NEWS for years.

Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty officals believe the Soviet offer to stop jamming VOA is aimed at "war propaganda," as opposed to "war propaganda." One top Radio Free Europe editor predicts that if Gorbachev's offer is genuine, "we will be able to make a good will gesture by stopping American jamming...as far as they are now operating nights also on 700 kHz. Thanks to Frank Rock for a super Bandscan free Alaska. Very interesting—and reported many stations not listed in DX NEWS for years.

Justice Broadcasting buys N.H. stations

FALMOUTH, ME - The Justice Broadcasting Inc., owner of WCBN-FM in Falmouth, recently announced a $5 million cash purchase of two radio stations in Exeter, N.H.

The two stations, WERE-FM and WNYF AM, serve the towns of Ports- mouth, Dover and Dover. The Falmouth company now owns five radio stations, including two stations in the Berkshire area. The Falmouth lead in the Berkshire area was formed in the company's purchase of radio stations in Exeter, N.H.

The deal will allow Justice to purchase another broadcast station in the near future, according to its press release.
What? No DX resolutions for 1987? Oh, well, who cares? Your lineup of themes for the next few issues:

- for column editors, official, article writers, both past and present
- Jan. 2: for our readers: time on "third-level" receivers, such as clock radios or fillings in your bouquet, Jan. 18; for your comments as to what your spouse/ sweetheart things about DXing, Jan. 6; your usual DX location (thanks, Jim Pedor; it only took me 14 months), and for present, or former, broadcasters, Jan. 30.

John Malicky - 995 Shaysong Rd., - Pittsburgh, PA 15216-3033

(215) Monday, Sept. 1, 12:00 am: clouds move in as I’ve left New Castle to Phoenixville, home of Spanish Radio WISR-690. A white and green fluorescent "WISR-7" sign hangs over the entrance to an older storefront building. The door is locked, it being Labor Day, but I knock with my quarter. In answer, a young announcer who was tending to clerical duties and who once taught at a religious school near home. The current schedule lists six programs 10-12 pm, so although I’m not sure, I assume WISR is all Spanish. Offices are on the second floor along with my Winger’s office. Since I meet, on José Rivera, with a bit of difficulty, I find my next stop, MYL’er WPAZ-1370, located 3 miles north of Pottstown. The setting is similar to a mountain resort as the DX receiver is in a very well-designed wooden lodge. The building is surrounded by trees and a large stone, with a small piece of land as the bee is in the back. Again the door is locked, but soon I’m met by the second, Gary Warren, shows me around. The facilities inside are also very similar to the June 18 DX receiver, I heard WZJ once in June 85 during a Phillies game as a thunderstorm panned over Reading and threw the nighttime southeast pattern west, but of course my v/s (Johningle is not in. Before leaving, Mitch presents me with a WRSU coffee mug, as "somewhere special" package including key chains and two "I Love Acco Weather" fans. Walking I find the radio of Philadelphia is WBCW-1240 (heard and verified under WSBM). "All Golden Oldies", but for today, I call WZJ, "Well, it’s All Looked Up!" I think I might come back to Reading some day. It’s late after 7 pm as I have a 3 station list for the 850, but this was a DSC station, so it was a 13 station for the 810, but for Ken. Mike has also added a sealed envelope from my v/s informing that she’ll be off today and unable to see me but hopes I’ll return. Earlier, I decided to stay and located a motel, so she is in luck as I’ll return. (213)

Marian Sorenen - 111 Town Line - Milton, ONT 1K7 2Cl Canada

This is a fact. Seems to be nothing I could catch a report in a 11-16 News. I refer to my logging of WSRW-1360 reported on p. 5 (RED-X) Red. Correct frequency of course is 1390 and the call is now WMRF. I can understand about the call as I basted my logging on the slogan "Charlotte Christian Radio" but I don’t know how I got the wrong frequency. Luckily, I corrected the frequency of the frequency changing in my report. Something to listen for next month. Oh, well, when you’re gonna make em, make real blunders, not just good ones, huh -pl).

I stopped in at the Ontario DX Association DXpedition to Greenvale, Ont., to have an 100 mi. of Toronto. Medium conditions were not outstanding, but it was nice not to have to contend with piles of leaves. My DX-320 which overloaded badly, particularly a勃勃we, did quiet up there all use.

Speaking of longwires, a couple of CCDA’s from Oakville, Ont., helped me put up a new 150-ft. longwire here in Milton. The DX-320 is useless with the long wire on mediumband CW, and CW-150 with its superior strong signal handling capabilities does quite nicely. The DX-320 has given me good reception from MI, WI, and with new catches like WISR-1480, WSRW-1490, WATO-1060, WSKY-940, and WYX-1130.

I recently added a new country on 2M with a logging of R. Caribbean, St. Lucia, on 840.
with muthful, day". 11-24: An easy W-720 of these guys? I eagerly await the new log! Till next catch is included they were.

... "for the DXN in the middle of the page last page (p. 23) so that I don't have to cut out other parts of the various issues when that column appears in the DXN. I would like to congratulate Bill Hale on how well he is doing. I am still monitoring the 11-27 frequency, and still believe that that column should not list each DX'er's catches, but instead post tips helpful to others to pick up a station, like an odd s/off or n/a, or special test or f/c. I was in the NRC when that column was instigated, and I was used then giving DXers one minute to log them after the s/offs of others on that frequency. I like to read what other DXers have heard - I much prefer to see it under their dateline than have it sort it out from a list of stations by frequency. I keep my notes by date, not by frequency, to report by frequency takes a lot of cross-referencing, and a lot of time. I know my opinion is that of the minority, but I've been in other minorities before - like being a Mets fan in Red Sox territory - and being left-handed in a right-handed world - et cetera. Anyway, this was the way it was done when I first joined the NRC in 1939 and it sure was successful then. It was the National Radio Club - not the National Radio List. Will I wish for all of you a very happy Christmas and Merry Christmas, and of course, a Happy New Year! Forward - March!

(Ernie, I tried to agree with you to a point. Some the listings in both this column and the Digests contain nearly the same lists so perhaps I will note to the DXers that are supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)

Karl V. Jeter - 2115 Scarborough Road - Stone Mountain, GA 30088

Greetings - I'm going as this is, and soon we will be heading home over the door of relatives for dinner: I hope everyone had a great holiday. I have been able to hit the dials a little more lately, but unfortunately DXing and reception-report writing leans little to nothing; reporting to DXN is a lot easier: 11-27: I was supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)

Andy Bogg - 669 de Caspe 4218 - Nurse Island, QBE VE3 L3J

In my last Masing, I neglected to mention the successful startup of my HQ-180A in my alternate go-to station in Claire, QBE, 10-25, I fired it up at sunset with the single-minded intent of logging the elusive W-720, Wells River, VT. They were there! On the way to the Amsberg "G4U" of 11-29, I found their daytime signal inaudible until I got east of Burlington, VT. Their signal gradually strengthens as one heads north past the Green Mountains. Their single tower is on W-720, about a mile west of downtown. Studios share an old schoolhouse just south of town. 73.

Greg Meyers - 6801 Carnegie Dr. - Richland, VA 23226

Greetings from Richard. Looks like the DX season is in for many. Recent catches included some good southerners as conditions seem to favor the south: 11-4: WQO-130, MD-SM-1865 (ran with 610N station contest; 11-13 found W-130, 6N in from 0345 on with WQO, 6N, and "WQO is your complete radio station for the Chattanoog area..."; 11-5: WQO-720 GA, 1705-1721 blasting in alone with "Classic Hits 720 GA's, good sound...""); 11-7 found WQO-1466, NY in at 0102 on with CXN, NY, talk shop; 11-25, recent veriey catches include: WAIK-5270 (follow-up reported w/v from WQO-KC 1310 and business card, both with WAIK AN/EM log; AM noted the AM call to WQOR, v/t, b/s; WQO-1260; and a "rare" v/t from WQO-1260). I think that last year's CE said he was going to write up a form letter and the ON said he was interested in verifying reports. I'm curious if we should approach those who have log less-than-helpful for an observation. My hope is that all veries received in W-7071. How do you get a verie out of these guys? I eagerly await the new log! Till next time, best of DX! (What are the chances of a DX test from W-15029)

That has logged 18 miles, that any radio log can put together, that uses six-inch stoppage for an antenna? Get a copy of Ken Cornell's fifth edition of "The Medium and Low Frequency Scrapbook" through the LCSA. This article in it about blew me out of my chair, and I'll have one in operation right quick like. (But do you verify, Mr - pls)

Ernest Cooper - 5 Anthony Street - Providence, MA 02907

To Greg Coniglio, WAIK is on 1550 not 1540 and is tele-talk, not T-40 - you had to have had someone else on 1540! To Charles Spellman, West Hartford on 1550 is WAIK, not WAGL, their old call. To Bill Hale: WMGJ is on 1260 not 1210, WAIK is on 1550 not 1540. On 11-26, 500 watts, probably without any making an announcement of it. I noted the opening line in the 11-24 issue about the Masing section not looking too good due to a new ribbon. I found nothing wrong with it - it seems to me that I am reading quite well, and my ribbon which seems to be the best for the Juki 6100 printer, which uses IBM-type cassettes - pls)

A suggestion, if I may be so bold: I cut out the Verie Signers column and keep them separate and useful. It would be much more helpful to others to pick up a station, like an odd s/off or n/a, or special test or f/c. I was in the NRC when that column was instigated, and I was used then giving DXers one minute to log them after the s/offs of others on that frequency. I like to read what other DXers have heard - I much prefer to see it under their dateline than have it sort it out from a list of stations by frequency. I keep my notes by date, not by frequency, to report by frequency takes a lot of cross-referencing, and a lot of time. I know my opinion is that of the minority, but I've been in other minorities before - like being a Mets fan in Red Sox territory - and being left-handed in a right-handed world - et cetera. Anyway, this was the way it was done when I first joined the NRC in 1939 and it sure was successful then. It was the National Radio Club - not the National Radio List. Will I wish for all of you a very happy Christmas and Merry Christmas, and of course, a Happy New Year! Forward - March!

(Ernie, I tried to agree with you to a point. Some the listings in both this column and the Digests contain nearly the same lists so perhaps I will note to the DXers that are supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)

Karl V. Jeter - 2115 Scarborough Road - Stone Mountain, GA 30088

Greetings - I'm going as this is, and soon we will be heading home over the door of relatives for dinner: I hope everyone had a great holiday. I have been able to hit the dials a little more lately, but unfortunately DXing and reception-report writing leans little to nothing; reporting to DXN is a lot easier: 11-27: I was supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)

Karl V. Jeter - 2115 Scarborough Road - Stone Mountain, GA 30088

Greetings - I'm going as this is, and soon we will be heading home over the door of relatives for dinner: I hope everyone had a great holiday. I have been able to hit the dials a little more lately, but unfortunately DXing and reception-report writing leans little to nothing; reporting to DXN is a lot easier: 11-27: I was supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)

Karl V. Jeter - 2115 Scarborough Road - Stone Mountain, GA 30088

Greetings - I'm going as this is, and soon we will be heading home over the door of relatives for dinner: I hope everyone had a great holiday. I have been able to hit the dials a little more lately, but unfortunately DXing and reception-report writing leans little to nothing; reporting to DXN is a lot easier: 11-27: I was supposed to be what DXN is all about. However, I wouldn't discourage listing of help to new DXers. Frankly speaking, I can't see that a list of veries received, for example, is of help to anyone, unless the verie signer's name is included - and why Helen Colson's name is the place for that. Comments, please as to how to make DXN more useful - pls)
Radio Roundup

Pete Kemp, KL-5 - P. O. Box 73 - Bethel, CT 06801

Greetings, all ... In the wake of New York City traffic reporter Jane Donner's ultimate defection to a更能 observe a magazine, the newsworthy city has witnessed a notable event in the world of radio. The latest ratings book in Kansas City places WAFN back on top, followed by AM's WMZQ, KMOX, and WDQ. In San Francisco, Jac has signed a three-year deal with the 94.9ers. In late December, the 94.9ers had previously been on KCBS. Speaking of KCBS, Michael Pulsifer is moving to the CBS in New York, where he will do the overnight news spots on the hour. Tom Gugler is out at WNJ, after a 17-year stay ... In Buffalo, WNYC recently celebrated its 10th anniversary, joining the list of the old WNJ personalities to help promote the occasion ... Hal Youngblood is back on WJR, following a brief stay in New York ... The Motor City's most popular morning personality, WJR's J. P. McCarthy, is rumored to be a possible replacement for the WJR's Jimmerson on WJR's "Morning News" ... On December 4, a woman who had appeared on satellite TV with recently retired NBC news correspondent Roy Neary. Airing on Westar IV, transmitter 10, we will be discussing Radio Communications in Education. This is part of an ongoing series by the federal government to infuse high technology into the classrooms of America. Produced by the Salcott Mountain Science Center, in AVON, CT, for the University of Hartford, this program was broadcast live from 2:00-3:30 pm EST, featuring phone-in questions from the audience. This program segment is co-produced with the American Radio Relay League, so much for now.

Mike Beesheets - P. O. Box 119 - N. Versailles, PA 15137-0119

It's been quite a time since I last heard, so thought I'd send in a brief one to let anyone interested know that I'm still out there. Kicking. Aside from the K-1000 and WDQ-7899 having dial Unusual "3999" Beres, a past where has been a main reason for lack of DX, ocally, west, many of her peers are rethinking their assignments. Some are wondering how active people are not being forced to do active duty Navy (13 years), this year I have "donated" 400 hours of overtimes (i.e., 12-hour days without vacation or any compensation) to do the work of those two. Of course, this has been an effort (and I don't mean to imply that everyone who has been doing this in the past and is doing it now is bad). This year is the first year in which we have been unable to do a single DX. Dave Travers - 284 Main St. W. - Henderson, VT L9 138

This DX season is off to a good start with several new loggings. Of course, I have tried for several ECQ - 197-1000 Lansing finally showed 11-9-1800 midnight with oldies a/WR/WX/WX/WX. 31-22s. KXQ-1100 DXQ. In 11-22: WJCU-1600 with some weather of changes 3-2-1200 mixed with WXQ. Local CQR off with no problem again. Perhaps 11-25: KXQ/1600 QSL changes at 21:45 to 20:45 the next day. The 11-25: WJCU-1500 at 21:33 played contiguously to the east with no announcement following 11-3-1500 from 6:30 to 7:15. From 11-3-1500 to 11-2-1500 ... A couple of contacts during night time, Caracas: 2200, CQX-1200 CXQ. Locally, CQX-2400 Woodstock weather station gave us the air, 2200, and 11-3, 2400, 10:32. CQX-1200 Station is due to QSO off from 11-19-1300 is now back in operation since 11-1-3 with some response. CQR-1300 QSL frequency to be determined expect to be on within a week if they are. We are expected to be doing some DXQ and MGQ. At 11-3, a DX bordering on the American west coast is developing. Some DX were heard off from 11-3, a DX bordering on the American west coast is developing.

Karl Porth - 2714 N. DeClaire - Chicago, IL 60639

It's not the Christmas holiday season for me, and I'm listening to some crowded regional frequency and hear, just barely, that old favorite: "Dingle Bells/Backings Dogs." It cuts through all the QRM "worst as well as those Morse code ID's. I've seen a fair amount of the AM side this fall, more than the past couple of years. Of the 14 new stations heard this fall, all are excellent. A couple of them is especially those interested in sunset, should pay close attention to what is being reported in DXQ and high bands. These stations might not be audible a year from now when additional stations will snow on those frequencies. DXD-300 noted on the second try at 9:00 pm on 10-22. They are pretty common in the morning. K-770 Milwaukee, CT, with pop mx, ad, and bd at 741 pm on 10-26. KLDY-1210 Laramie, WY, with sports, mx, and bd at 6-27 pm on 10-27. CQX-1100 Houtravuum had 11:55 pm 11-2 with pop mx, 1040 AM Radio ID's and local ID's. 11-11-1100 had at 5:20 pm 11-26 with mention of Easton Fosseway, stayed tuned to catch T-kred ID a few minutes later. Thanks to Robert Moore for tips on many of these. A few very luck: KLS-1010.